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1.0) Introduction

National agricultural research programs are increasingly interested
in on-fann research (OFR) techniques, especially those techniques that
incorporate a fanning systems perspective inte
into research decision making.
One major obstacle te
to nnre widespread use of OFR techniques is lack of

trained researchers. This situation is not inproved by high rates of
turnover in field research staff.

International agricultural research centers, as a consequence, have
given high priority te
to in-service training programs. CIMMYT, for exanple,
provides in-service training in maize and wheat prcxiuction agronany, crop
inproverrent, production econanics for OFR, and other therres. Regional
workshops and short-courses are frequently conducted by outreach staff.

2.0)
2. O) In-country Training

Recently, a new training fonnat was added te
to CDtofiT'
Cnt-fiT' s array of
training activities: in-COlllltry training in on-fann research. Seen as
carplenentary te
to in-service training and regional workshops, in-COlllltry
training has the following objectives:

1) Conduct training in the integrated process of on-fann research
beginning with assessrrent of

famers'
fanrers'

circumstances

and

proceeding

through design, planting and analysis of on-fann experiIrents. Flrphasis is
on the inplerrentation of the entire process in one study area.
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2)

Increase training volurre in a cost - effective manner. Such

training

should

leave

in each contry

a

cadre

of

technicians who

understand OFR and are acquainted with the detailed steps in its conduct,
achieved at a lower unit cost Per trainee than is obtainable through
in-service training at center headquarters.

3) Actually initiate an OFR prCXJrarn
prCXJram in the study area chosen in
conjunction with

the

host

country.

This

prCXJram can
prCXJrarn

serve

as

a

derronstration of OFR procedures te
to a wider audience wi thin that country.

4) Feedback te
to center headquarters. Given that in-country training
courses encanpass the whole OFR process, they will likely confront novel
situations for fann surveys and on-fann experi.ments. This exPerience
exÍ;lerience can
be used by headquarters staff te
to develop and adjust procedures and m::xiify
training content.
contento

Te
To achieve these objectives, an in-country training strategy has

been develOPed with two salient characteristics: learning-by-d.oing, and
the use of what one may call the "interphase" or "call" system. In the
in-country training strategy, course Participants do not just learn OFR
concepts in a classrocrtl; they are required te
to personally conduct all OFR
steps in one study area. They review secondary data, conduct exploratory
and formal fann surveys, use survey results to
te design new technology
through the pre-screening of prosPective technolCXJical carponents, and
plant,

observe,

harvest

and analyze the

resulting

set of on-fann

experi.ments. CnMYT
Cn.MYT headquarters and regional staff provide the required
rrethodolCXJical lectures and seminars, and Participate in all of the field
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work.
work.
work.
Te achieve cost-efficiency for such an ambitious set of research
To
Te achieve
To
achieve cost-efficiency
cost-efficiency for
for such
such an
an ambitious
ambitious set
set of
of research
research

activities, the "call" system ~.~ enployed. This is a system wh.ereby
activities,
wh.ereby
activities, the
the "call"
"call" system
system ~.~
~.~ enployed.
enployed. This
This is
is aa system
system whereby
whereby
CIMMYT staff and a substantial rnmber of course participant neet for
CIMMYT
CIMMYT staff
staff and
and aa substantial
substantial nurrber
rnmber of
of course
course participant
participant neet
neet for
for
short periods or "calls" (1 - 2 weeks each) in the selected study area,
short
short periods
periods or
or "calls"
"calls" (1
(1 -- 2
2 weeks
weeks each)
each) in
in the
the selected
selected study
study area,
area,
at key rroments in the OFR process. The number of "calls" can vary but a
at
at key
key rroments
rroments in
in the
the OFR
OFR process.
process. The
The number
number of
of "calls"
"calls" can
can vary
vary but
but aa
carplete course will consist of about six "calls", as follows:
carplete
carplete course
course will
will consist
consist of
of about
about six
six "calls",
"calls", as
as follows:
follows:
1) General oveIView, exploratory sU!Vey (2 weeks).
1)
1) General
General oveIView,
oveIView, exploratory
exploratory SUIVey
SUIVey (2
(2 weeks).
weeks).
2) Fomal survey, analysis (2 weeks) •
2)
Fonnal
2) Fomal
Fonnal survey,
survey, analysis
analysis (2
(2 weeks)
weeks) ••
3) Planning of experinents using SU!Vey results (l week) •
3)
3) Planning
Planning of
of experinents
experinents using
using SUIVey
SUIVey results
results (l
(l week)
week) ••
4) Agronanic oveIView, planting of experinents (2 weeks) •
4)
4) Agronanic
Agronanic oveIView,
oveIView, planting
planting of
of experinents
experinents (2
(2 weeks)
weeks) ••
5) Field cbseIVation, follow-up of farI1'er collaborators (1 week) •
farIl'er collaborators
5)
Field ooseIVation,
ooseIVation, follow-up
follow-up of
of farrrer
farrrer
collaborators (1
(1 week)
week) ••
5) Field
6)

Harvest of experinents, agronanic, statistical and econanic
6)
6) Harvest
Harvest of
of experinents,
experinents, agronanic,
agronanic, statistical
statistical and
and econanic
econanic
analysis (2 weeks) •
analysis
analysis (2
(2 weeks)
weeks) ••
A relatively large number of students fran one country 1/ are
A
relatively large
large number
number of
of students
students fran
fran one
one country
country 1/
1/ are
A relatively
are
thereby enabled to participate in the entire OFR process - at a cost of
thereby
participate in
thereby enabled
enabled to
to Participate
in the
the entire
entire OFR
OFR process
process -- at
at aa cost
cost of
of

1/ The optirnal number of course participants is an unresolved issue,
1/
1/ but
The
optimal
optirnal
of
participants
is
unresolved
issue,
Thewill
optimal
number
of course
course
participants
is an
an
unresolved
issue,
likelynumber
be between
ten and
twenty. This
cctrpares
favorably

but
will
likely
be
between
ten
and
cctrpares
favorably
but the
willmax.i.num
likely of
be two
between
ten trainees
and twenty.
twenty.
This
cctrpares
favorably
with
to four
per This
country
that can
fit
with
the
max.i.num
of
two
to
four
trainees
per
country
that
with
max.i.num training
of two to
four at
trainees
per country that can
can fit
fit
into
an the
in-seIVice
course
headquarters.
into
into an
an in-seIVice
in-seIVice training
training course
course at
at headquarters.
headquarters.
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about ten weeks apiece, distributed over one year.

3.0) Issues in In-Country Training and EXperiences fran Venezuela

Y

To date, CIMMYT has a::npleted an in-country training course in only

one country: Venezuela. A second such course is currently unde:rwa.y in
Honduras while a third is scheduled to ccrmence in early 1982, in Zambia.
The aim of the remainder of this paper is to p;resent selected issues
associated

with

the

in-country

training

strategy,

especially

the

econanics carpJnent, and discuss them in light of experience gained in
Venezuela.

3.1) selection of Host Country

In-country training OFR requires a substantial invest:ment on the
part of the host country: vehicles and support, trainee per-diem, and
frequent follow up on trainee trials between calls. Even when special
project funding is available, 3/ there are demands on the time and
resources of the national program. Consequently, in-country training is
best conducted in countries where a cc:mni brent to OFR is already present,
but where lack of trained personnel frustrates the i.nplementation of OFR
at the national level. Stated sarewhat differently, in-country training

2/

In this section, issues and exanples fran Venezuela will be offered
only for the econanics input into the course. It is to be hoped that
in a future version of this paper, or in a separate paper, issues
and experiences will be shared with respect to the agronany input.
In Honduras, for exanple, room and board for course participant is
being paid by USAID.
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is probably not the rrost efficient way to derronstrate the benefits of OPR

to a national program.

In Venezuela, for exanple, OPR received support fran top levels in
the national program. However, OPR concepts as proposed in the course
tended to conflict with those found in an indigenous, on-going program to
"diagnose" fa.rrrer needs. This "diagnostic" program, using roughly 10% of
the research budget over a five year period, relied heavily on secondary
data

and

a

single-shot

nation-wide

fann

survey with

standardized

questionnaire, in order to fonmlate carputer rrodels of fanning systems.

As a consequence, excessive tine in the first calls were spent in

ccmparing and contrasting the ClH1YT

OPR strategy with Venezuela's own

"diagnostic" program. Furthe:rnore, course ParticiPants were not wholly
free to irrplerrent OPR procedures in their respective areas.

3.2 Selection of the Study Area

The selection of the area in which in-country training will be
conducted is of prine importance. The ideal study
standards:

(a)

It

should be

fairly

~ea

Imlst rreet nurrerous

representative

conditions found in other Parts of the country

of

agricultural

(b) It should have a

reasonably good road system, for efficiency in trainee fieldwork

(c) It

should have several readily distinguishable reccmrendation danains, to
derronstrate the irrportance of the concept without discouraging trainees
in danain delineation

(d) It should offer sare roan for irrproving fa.rrrer

resource productivity

(e) It should have a local experi.nent station or
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research office, the staff of which can follow up trainee experi.ments
between calls.

(Better yet, these local researchers slx>uld have been

involved in a previous derronstration of OFR techniques in that same
area.)

(f) It should have adequate training facilities: housing and food

service, photocopy service, seminar and rreeting roans, etc.

(g) For

CJM.1YT to becare involved, maize, wheat or barley must be an inportant
crop. In practice, canpranises have to be made and decisions Im1st be
quickly taken. Clearly, the nost important criteria are

(e),

(f) and

(g) •

In Venezuela, the Yaracuy Valley was chosen for the oourse study
area. It was a major maize-producing area within Venezuela and the nearby
city of Barquisilreto offered ample opportunities for food and lodging.
The staff of the Yaritagua experilrent station, located within the study

area, were enthusiastic about OPR concepts and were able to provide
follow-up for trainee trials.

!!

On the negative side, the local fanning system was siIrpler than is

usual in Venezuela. Farners grew' one crop of maize or sorghum per year,
with a few' of them planting a second legune crop. Livestock activities
were of little importance. Furthe:rnore, farner resource productivity was
already high and recarm:mdation danains were not as easy to distinguish
as would have been desirable. On the whole, however, this target area was
an adequate choice.

4/

The arrangement in Venezuela was that trainee trials fonred the core
of the official experi.mental program of the Yaritagua station. The
trials were, then, not so nuch "trainee trials" as core program
activities.
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3.3) Number and selection of Course Participants

There is an obvious trade-off to be considered when choosing the
number of participants for in-country training: nnre trainees means ICMer
unit cost per trainee, but it also increases problems in the coordination
of fieldwork,

and in arrangerrents for transport. Most fieldwork is

conducted by dividing trainees into small groups. More trainees, then,
means larger groups and/or nnre of them. In fann survey work, large
groups tend to inhibit the farner reSPOndent. Similarly, a larger mmber
of small groups increases the problems in supervising survey fieldwork,
in interpreting survey results, and in obtaining sufficient vehicles.

In Venezuela, ten trainees participated in the course. One CIMMYT

staff rrember, working virtually alone, was just able to coordinate the
survey fieldwork in the first two calls. (Trainees were divided into 4
groups of 2-3 persons each.) In subsequent calls, two CIMMYT staff were
present and problems of supervision were less serious. 5/

With respect to trainee selection, the ideal set of participants
would be

CCIl'pOsed

of those researchers and extension specialists who are

assigned to work in the field in OFR in the several selected OFR target
areas. A case can also be made for including I - 2 researchers fran
national program headquarters. In any event, it is virtually essential
that both the OFR team and the head of extension for the course target
area be included.

5/

In Honduras, fifteen researchers are participating in in-country
training. With considerable planning in team organization, 2-3 staff
rrembers were able to adequately supervise survey fieldwork.
8

In venezuela, no on-fann researchers had been narred prior to the
ccmrencerrent of the course. The decision was made to name two technicians
fran each regional experirrent station (regardless of the likelihood of
OFR being inplerrented at that station). There was a tendency to name
researchers engaged in the sPeCial "diagnostic" program referred to
earlier (section 3.1).

Y

3.4) Number and Organization of Calls

When in-oountry training was first proposed,

there was rrore

concern that the six "calls" included in the carplete course (described
in section 2.0) might be excessive. One proposal was to rrerge the first
three calls (exploratory survey, fonnal survey, technology design) into
one call, in which trainees would use an existent fann survey as a base
for taking research decisions. Others felt that this shortcut would
suffer fran two disadvantages:

(a) trainees would not a<XJUire the data

oollection skills needed to assess fanrers' circumstances (b) trainees
might face rrore difficulty with the pre-screening process, because they
would be less confident in their ability to relate alternative research
opportunities to resource bottlenecks and system interactions.

In Venezuela, all

6/

three

initial calls were

included in the

In Honduras, particiPant selection was rrore rigid, approaching the
ideal case farily well. Included in the course are the OFR teams and
extension SPeCialists fran the study area, and fran two other areas
where OFR is being undertaken.
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course.

Jj Few disadvantages and several advantages were found. Problems

of trainee absenteeism did not occur, probable because the calls were
planned for periods with few carpeting research activities.
acquaintance with the study area through their

CMI'l

Trainee

survey fieldwork did

help in the pre-screening call. This call was sufficiently difficult even
with this knCMledge - without it, the trainees would have been hard
pressed to trace out exactly why prospective treat:rrents would or would
not be attractive to area famers. Finally, in a final evaluation by the
trainees of the whole course, there was no proposal to cut the number of
calls; on the contrary, nost wished to re-instate the (missing) fifth
calIon field observation.

3.5) Preparation of Teaching Materials

In-country training appears to take only a little time - after all,
CIMMYT

staff and trainees are only together for a week or two during

each call. HCMever, these brief periods are characterized by intense
activity , so considerable preparation rust be done beforehand. For all
calls,

lecture notes, hand-outs and readings, and exercises must be

prepared.

These

increase

in

increases. With large classes

irrportance as

the nurrber of trainees

(nore than 8-10 participants)

infonnal

discussion and individual follCM-up beccne unwieldly although these
remain important.
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The course was not canplete, however. At the request of a CllMYT
staff agronanist, the fifth call (field observation) was not
conducted.
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With respect to specific calls the follCMing should be perfonred reo
course materials:

Prior to the first call (exploratory survey) available secondary
data on the study area should be collected and reviewed. Plans should be
made with respect to which points should be made with which secondary
sources. Prior to the second. call (fornal survey), the trainee draft of
the exploratory survey report should be edited, to insure that hypotheses
on

irrportant

interactions

and

resource

bottlenecks

are

included.

Furthe:r:nore, an adequate sanpling frarce must be found or developed before
this call gets underway. This may require staff ti.me in-country between
calls.

Prior to the third call (technology design), survey conclusions must
be written up (there is nornally insufficient ti.me in the second call to
finish survey analysis and to write up the corresponding conclusions).
This report must be carefully drafted because it provides rruch of the
basis for the planning of on-fann trials.

Prior to the final call (harvest and analysis), exercise sets and
current prices for econanic analysis must be prepared.

In Venezuela, the best secondary data on the study area, especially
for agroclimatic variables, was to be found in a draft report of the
local "diagnostic" program team. Despite repeated requests, however, it
proved. to be irrpossible to obtain the needed data until the end of the
second. call. Arrange:rents made with trainees after the first call did,
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fortunately, lead to a usable sampling frcnre

'if.

Final analysis and

writing up of the fonnal survey was conducted in Mexico by one of the
Venezuelan trainees, under the supervision of CnMYT headquarters staff.

3.6) The Exploratory

survey

Based on the exploratory surveys conducted in the past calls in
Venezuela and Honduras, it appears that trainees tend to be content with
mere description of the current fancer practice,

crop by crop and

operation by operation. Trainers need to insure that hyPOtheses errerge
that explain farner practice in terms of resource eat'q?etition, biological
interactions,
Two

conSUITptionfproduction links or other system interactions.

techniques can help here:

guidelines that

~licitly

(a) finn and consistent use of survey

include therres on interactions (b) expansion

of "integration" sessions in which different survey teams report their
findings, and general cx:nclusions are drawn. (As course size increases,
longer "integration" sessions are needed nore frequently.) During these
sessions, trainers should be insistent that course. particiPants trace out
interactions and their influence on crop managarent.
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However, similar arrangerrents in Honduras led to an incarplete
sarrpling frcnre , heavily biased in favor of extension worker
collaborators. An adequate replacerrent frcnre was hurriedly
constructed fran Malaria control data during the second call. Better
and earlier planning would have been preferable, and is hereby
recarrrended.
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3. 7 The Formal SUrvey

Experience in Venezuela and Honduras indicates that an i.Imense
anount of work must be perforned during the second call (formal survey):
questionnaire

developrent

oollection and editing,

and

several

ooding,

and a

field

tests,

sampling,

data

good bit of the statistical

analysis of survey results. In order to maintain the work load at a
manageable level (and therefore allow trainees to follow and understand
what is being done), several techniques can be used. The first is an
insistence on a very short questionnaire, rreasuring 50-60 variables at
rrost.

A

short

questionnaire

helps

speed

along

all

other

steps.

Furtherrcore, it is excellent practice for the trainees to be forced to
separate the critical issues fran the rrerely interesting. Second, the use
of cluster sampling can provide efficiency in fieldwork. With only two
visits, work with a given cluster can usually be finished. During the
first visit, the questionnaire can be field tested, second stage sanpling
perforrred, and farner dates arranged with chosen respondents. In the
second visit, data can be taken, often with remarkably low rates of
nonresponse due to the prior notice given to each farner.

3.8) Technology Design

The major problem observed in the third call (technology design) in

Venezuela was that the trainers rroved too quickly and sane of the
participants never really caught up. To be sure, technology desj.gn is a
carplicated business. Attention must be given to ranking production
limiting

factors,

estimating

likely
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profitability

of

alternative

treatJrents, estimating the likely consistency of alternative treatJrents
with the current farming system, identifying likely physical interactions
between chosen experi.rrental variables, organizing chosen treatJrents into
efficient experi.rrental designs,

and setting recamendations for site

selection and levels of fixed factors. The input into this call is the
report on survey results; the output is a set of fieldbooks for various
on-fann trials.

Perhaps the best way to insure that trainees actively Participate in
this call (and follow the logic of each step in technology design) is to
replace the custanary design process (simultaneous consideration of all
factors listed above)

with an orderly and ordered list of research

decisions, together with criteria for taking each one. In other words,
rrore work is needed here on developrrent of training materials.

4.0 Conclusions

In-country training in on-fann research is

a

new approach to

training that appears to reach its main objective: train larger mnnbers
of researchers in OFR rrethods, in a cost-effective fashion. However, it
is canplicated and demanding on trainers. This paper is a first attempt
at reporting experiences in in-country training, in order to ease the way
for future exercises.
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